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246,023,447 I would like it if the game stopped putting prints on my clothing while dressing and when entering a
room.. also how its hard to move through a room when its overloaded.

Thursday, Dec 24th
2:27AM

246,023,090 Option to set individual Animations in furniture and not in packs
Thursday, Dec 24th
2:28AM

246,000,846

I would like to see added TWO or more General Locations. Possibly Night Clubs or other Social
locations, utilising the newer objects for sex poses like tables etc. I have little time or interest with most of
the user built locations, they feel flat and uninspired. Vast stadiums like going to a bed sale warehouse
after hours with awful lighting. I jump in, I jump back out. There are amazing exceptions like the worlds of
Thamea and Ximez where I feel the cinematic illusion of actually "being there". I still get that feeling at
the general Locations especially "Beach" and "Yacht" and standing in the lobby area of "Fresco".
Sometimes I just go there to get that exciting feeling I got when I first came to 3dx, feeling transposed
into my own cinema. The addition of TWO (or more) highest quality general locations would be number
ONE on my "to-do list" if i was a developer.
My feelings of disappointment with several of the developments that have changed my appreciation of
3dx have been deep. IF I did not have the "Christmas special" offer subscription I would have
reconsidered whether or not to renew membership as the game feels going off in a low quality threshold,
"trash aesthetic" direction. I don't want ghetto, I want glamour.

Wednesday, Dec
23rd 7:21PM

245,914,071 Great game, but needs more broad view / perspective for the future, needs more modding options, the
community will keep it alive for many years then.

Tuesday, Dec 22nd
1:35PM

245,912,443 Also missing speed change for Dance. Greeting Kiss for Woman Woman, Time in Chat
Tuesday, Dec 22nd
12:49PM

245,820,209

Better clothes, clothes are a bit outdated, better prints on clothes, more color options like on second
Life, better make-up options , missing anklets, earrings,
Hairs can be much better, textures on hairs are coarse, more 2021 hairlooks, some hairs are IN the
eyebrows, they should be in front of the eyebrows.

Sunday, Dec 20th
5:16PM

245,808,739
Bugs have gotten to be far fewer over time, and disconnects, while they still happen are uncommon
anymore. Adding more things in the game to do or things to build community around should be the
developers focus.

Sunday, Dec 20th
2:26AM

245,772,882 love how easy 3DX is to use. I just wish you would offer us more avatar customizations and building stuff.
You could be making sooooo much money selling stuff, like *econd *ife does.

Saturday, Dec 19th
1:29AM

245,768,093

All and all the game is amazing graphically it stands out above all others and is the most progressive I
adore the developers work however I get rather bored here as well as my friends there simply has to be
more thought given to the social aspect so we can have more fun here I get it is a sex game but it can
become so much more for us as adults ! Friday, Dec 18th

11:28PM

245,730,932 Thank you very much for playing
Friday, Dec 18th
11:01AM

245,720,429

Check that the survey is working accurately - I selected three options in the features I miss most, but
miss clicking the answer to the first question on whether I am facing bugs in 3dx. So the system wouldn't
not let me enter until I fixed the missing answer. However, I noticed that there were now FOUR
responses to the missing features - "More clothes" was selected which I did not click on. To be sure I
didn't click on it, I paged back to screen before I originally tried to submit. I could see I had missed the
first question and that I DEFINATELY did not select "More clothes"! So if "More clothes" shows in your
results as extremely popular - it could be a bug.

Friday, Dec 18th
3:36AM



245,715,856
The bugs are technical debt and absolutely need to be corrected but a balance between that and new
features does need to be struck and while annoying the bugs aren't game breaking and are easily
worked around so unless something critical happens I would say focus on new features.

Friday, Dec 18th
1:34AM

245,708,801

A nice balance between new features and bugfixes would be ideal. Oh, and a final request/suggestion:
please bring back DIVING INTO WATER for custom rooms, just like it is possible at the standard rooms
Yacht and Beach! On the whole: I truly enjoy the game. Keep up the good work, developers! Greetings
from a grateful Enaira.

Thursday, Dec 17th
11:19PM

245,701,872

Much as I would like to see myself getting stuffed with 3 cocks, horsecocks, true
demonic/angelic/cat/dog/furry/other race/bestiality models/actors/poses, fixing the bugs should be top
priority. Once they are squashed then revert back to more features. I'd suggest taking a look at WUBE
Software to see how they have handled the development of Factorio for idea on how to improve
processes at 3dx.

Thursday, Dec 17th
9:08PM

245,699,850 I just want to design my avi more personally and have the game not dc every day
Thursday, Dec 17th
9:17PM

245,693,320 We always want new features in the game but there is also the need to fix bugs. Depending upon the
bug will the answer to this question change

Thursday, Dec 17th
7:52PM

245,692,946 Stability has seemed to have improved. Thank you! Now let's build out the game to keep it fresh,
exciting, and bring more players to it.

Thursday, Dec 17th
7:45PM

245,688,860 i love 3dchat
Thursday, Dec 17th
6:46PM

245,677,172 I'm sure you will do it great. Good job. I love you! ????
Thursday, Dec 17th
5:13PM
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